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The design of engine control systems has been traditionally car-
ried out using a mix of heuristic techniques validated by simulation
and prototyping using approximate average-value models. How-
ever, the ever increasing demands on passengers’ comfort, safety,
emissions, and fuel consumption imposed by car manufacturers and
regulations call for more robust techniques and the use of cycle-ac-
curate models. We argue that these models must be hybrid because
of the combination of time-domain and event-based behaviors. In
this paper, we present a hybrid model of the engine in which both
continuous and discrete time-domain as well as event-based phe-
nomena are modeled in a separate but integrated manner. Based on
this model, we formalize the specification of the overall engine con-
trol by defining a number of hybrid control problems. To cope with
the difficulties arising in the design of hybrid controllers, a design
methodology is proposed. This methodology consists of a relaxation
of the hybrid problem by simplifying some of its components to ob-
tain a solvable problem, and then deriving a solution to the orig-
inal control problem by appropriately modifying the control law so
obtained to take into consideration the original specifications and
models. The effectiveness of this approach is illustrated on three
challenging problems: fast force-transient control, cutoff control,
and idle speed control.
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NOMENCLATURE

Throttle motor input voltage.
Throttle valve angle.
Intake manifold pressure.
Crankshaft angle.
Crankshaft speed.
Drive-line torsion angle.
Wheel revolution speed.
Vehicle acceleration.
Vehicle jerk.
Torque generated by the engine.
Torque generated by theth cylinder.
Load torque on the crankshaft.
Fuel loaded in theth cylinder.
Desired loaded fuel for theth cylinder.
Air loaded in the th cylinder.
Position of the th cylinder.
Spark advance of theth cylinder.
Desired spark advance for theth cylinder.
Ignition efficiency.
Air trapped in the cylinder in compression stroke.
Air trapped in the cylinder in expansion stroke.

I. INTRODUCTION

Hybrid systems have been the subject of intensive study in
the past few years by both the control and the computer-sci-
ence communities. Particular emphasis has been placed on
a unified representation of hybrid models rooted in rigorous
mathematical foundations [1]–[7]. Some classical problems
such as reachability analysis [8], [9], stability, and safety
[10]–[12] have been investigated and tools for their solutions,
i.e., HyTech [13], [14], Kronos [15], Checkmate [16], devel-
oped. However, since the class of hybrid control problems is
extremely broad (it contains continuous control problems as
well as discrete event control problems as special cases), it
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Fig. 1. Functional decomposition of the system.

is very difficult to devise a general yet effective strategy to
solve them. In our opinion, it is important to address signifi-
cant application domains to develop further understanding of
the implications of the hybrid model on control algorithms
and to evaluate whether using this formalism can be of sub-
stantial help in solving complex, real-life control problems.

In this paper, we focus on an application domain for hybrid
system theory that is of great industrial interest: automotive
engine and power-train control. The engine control problem
is very complex (see, e.g., [17] and [18]). Fig. 1 shows the
decomposition of the system in a chain of its basic processes
[19]–[21]. Air intake and fuel injection can be controlled to
yield the desired mix to deliver to the combustion process.
The timing of the sparks generated by the spark plugs de-
termines the start of the combustion process that takes place
in the cylinders. The torque and the emissions generated by
the combustion process depend on the air–fuel mix (quantity
and dynamics) and on the spark ignition timing. The torque
is then delivered to the power-train and the emissions to the
exhaust subsystem. The goals for the control strategy are, in
general, given in terms of torque and emissions, but it is often
the case that subgoals are given by car manufacturers on all
the processes in the chain. Unfortunately, even these goals
are quite complex to specify since they depend on the be-
havior that the driver requests the car to have.1

Based on the data from sensors measuring emissions and
car dynamics, embedded controllers compute the control ac-
tions to apply. The ever increasing computational power of
microcontrollers has made it possible to extend the perfor-
mance and the functionality of these embedded controllers
to limits that were unthinkable only a few years ago. This
opportunity has exposed the need for control algorithms with
guaranteed properties that can reduce substantially emissions
and gas consumption while maintaining the performance of
the car (e.g., [22]–[24]). To do so, we believe that it is impor-
tant to use more accurate models than the ones proposed so
far. An accurate model of a four-stroke gasoline engine has
a “natural” hybrid representation because

• pistons have four modes of operation corresponding to
the stroke they are in; hence, their behavior can be rep-
resented with a finite-state model;

• power-train and air dynamics are continuous-time
processes.

1A Ferrari has a different set of requirements on how to react to a fast
push on the accelerator pedal than a Honda Civic.

In addition, these processes interact tightly. In fact, the timing
of the transitions between two phases of the pistons is deter-
mined by the continuous motion of the power-train, which, in
turn, depends on the torque produced by each piston. In en-
gine control literature (e.g., [17], [25], and [26]), the discrete
part of the engine behavior is converted into a more familiar
and easy-to-handle continuous model where only the average
values of the appropriate physical quantities are modeled.

In this paper, we present a general framework for power-
train control based on hybrid models and demonstrate that
it is possible to find effective control laws with guaranteed
properties without resorting to average-value models. Hybrid
models are used in our paper in two ways:

• to describe a reference model that captures the require-
ments of car manufacturers in a simple yet rigorous for-
malism;

• to represent engine and power-train behavior.
The hybrid nature of the problem of engine control does

not come only from the use of digital control laws but also
it is rooted in the plant to be controlled. This characteristic
complicates the modeling problem since several components
with different mathematical properties are needed to capture
the behavior of the engine and of the power-train. In fact,
we use the term “hybrid model” for engine and power-train
in a somewhat more general sense than it is common since
our model includes interacting finite-state machines, discrete
event systems, and continuous time systems. We believe that
the interactions among the different parts of a hybrid model
of this type have not always been correctly described and
characterized. For these reasons, we review the concept of
models of computation, which is commonly used in the em-
bedded system design literature, and describe a recently pro-
posed modeling framework called the tagged signal model
[27], [28] that addresses explicitly time and partial orders
among events and is particularly suited to represent modality
of interaction. Our control algorithms applied to the hybrid
model for engine and power-train share the same basic idea:
relax the hybrid control problem to a simpler one and then
modify appropriately the control law determined for the sim-
pler problem to solve the original hybrid problem.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we intro-
duce the model of computations and the tagged signal model
framework. In Section III, we introduce a hybrid model that
captures the car manufacturers’ requirements. In Section IV,
we describe the hybrid model of the engine and of the power-
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train in detail. In Section V, we examine three different con-
trol problems corresponding to different regions of operation
identified in our model and show how hybrid system tech-
niques can be used to develop control strategies with guar-
anteed properties. A final perspective on the use of hybrid
systems for automotive control is offered in Section VI.

II. BACKGROUND ON MODELS OFCOMPUTATION

A design (at all levels of the abstraction hierarchy from
functional specification to final implementation) is generally
represented as a set of components, which can be considered
as distinct monolithic blocks, interacting with each other and
with an environment that is not part of the design. The model
of computation (MOC) defines the behavior and interaction
of these blocks. Compactness of description, fidelity to de-
sign style, ability to synthesize to an appropriate implemen-
tation and to optimize its behavior are criteria that guide the
selection of an MOC. For example, some MOCs are suit-
able for describing complicated data transfer functions and
completely unsuitable for complex control, while others are
designed with complex control in mind. Hybrid systems in
general terms can be viewed as formalisms for describing a
complex system using combinations of MOCs when a single
one is not powerful, expressive, or practical enough.

Traditionally, hybrid systems have been defined as finite
automata in which each state is associated with a set of dif-
ferential equations, and transitions are triggered based on
state and input values of the differential equations. How-
ever, the interactions among the discrete and the continuous
dynamics are nontrivial. To capture these interactions rigor-
ously and to prevent confusion that has often arisen by their
improper modeling, the concept of hybrid system execution
has been recently introduced in [29]. We believe that the con-
cept of hybrid system can and should be extended to con-
tain any combination of different models of computation,
not necessarily finite-state automata and ordinary differen-
tial equations. In our “hybrid” model of the engine and of
the power-train, we use three different models of computa-
tion. We use the theory behind the notion of models of com-
putation to identify the role of the interfaces among the dif-
ferent components of the hybrid system. The foundations of
a theory of models of computation (for an extended presen-
tation, see [27] and [28]), reviewed in the next section, have
been essential in our development.

A. The Tagged-Signal Model

The tagged-signal model (TSM) proposed by Lee and
Sangiovanni-Vincentelli [27], [28] is a formalism for de-
scribing aspects of models of computation. It defines a
semantic framework within which models of computation
can be studied and compared. It is abstract—describing a
particular model of computation involves imposing further
constraints that make it more concrete.

The fundamental entity in the TSM is an event: a value/tag
pair . Tags are often used to denote temporal behavior.
A set of events (an abstract aggregation) is a signal. Processes

are relations on signals, expressed as sets of tuples of signals.
A particular model of computation is distinguished by the
order it imposes on tags and the character of processes in
the model. More formally, given a set ofvalues and a set
of tags , an eventis an element of . A signal is
a set of events, and thus is a subset of . A functional
(or deterministic)signal is a (possibly partial) function from

to . The set of all signals is denoted by. A tuple of
signals is denoted by, and the set of all such tuples is

denoted by . Theempty signalin (one with no events)
is denoted by . For any , . In some models
of computation, the set includes a special value, which
indicates theabsence of a value. It should be noticed that

, indeed does not satisfy for
all .

The issue of time representation has been central to all
modeling efforts. While time has a rather well-studied repre-
sentation in physical processes, this is not always the case in
specifications of designs. In fact, we argue that representing
specifications using physical time equivalents may result in
overspecifications and, as a consequence, less efficient de-
signs. For example, data manipulation operations can often
be performed concurrently as long as certain precedence rela-
tions are satisfied. The specifications for these systems have
to reflect only the precedence relations, thus leaving several
options open for embedding the computation in physical pro-
cesses that will indeed have a global ordering on the com-
putation. If such ordering in time is used for specifying the
system, there is limited or no freedom in selecting the embed-
ding of the computation. The tagged-signal model has been
primarily developed to clarify the issue of time, concurrency,
and communication for embedded systems.

1) Processes:A process is a subset of the set of all
-tuples of signals for some . A particular is

said tosatisfy the process if . An that satisfies a
process is called abehaviorof the process. Thus aprocessis
a set of possiblebehaviors, or a relation between signals.

Different order relations on the set of tagspartition the
space of process representations. In atimed process is to-
tally ordered, i.e., there is a binary relationon members of

such that if and , then either
or . In an untimed process, is only partially or-
dered. For instance, data flows are represented by untimed
processes.

Intuitively, a set of processes operateconcurrently, and
constraints imposed on their signal tags definecommunica-
tion among them. The environment in which the system op-
erates can be modeled with a process as well.

For many (but not all) applications, it is natural to parti-
tion the signals associated with a process intoinputsandout-
puts. Intuitively, the process does not determine the values of
the inputs, and does determine the values of the outputs. A
process with inputs and outputs is a subset of ,
where is a partition of and . Thus, a
process defines arelation between input signals and output
signals. An can be written , where is
an -tuple of input signalsfor process and is an
-tuple ofoutput signalsfor process .
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A process is functional(or deterministic) with respect
to an input/output partition if it is a single-valued, possibly
partial, mapping from to . That is, if and

, then . In this case, we can write
, where is a (possibly partial) function.

A process iscompletely specifiedif it is a total function, i.e.,
for all inputs in the input space, there is a unique behavior.

In a memoryless process, only inputs with a given tag
concur to form outputs with the same tag. The notion of
state has traditionally been used for processes with memory
to simplify their representation and to provide a powerful
analysis and synthesis mechanism. We can formalize the
notion of statein the TSM following some of the classical
notions of system theory (e.g., [30]) by considering a process

that is functional with respect to partition . Let us
assume for the moment thatbelongs to a timed process, in
which tags are totally ordered. For any tuple of signals, de-
fine to be the tuple of the (possibly empty) subset of the
events in with tags greater than. Two input signal tuples

are in relation [denoted by ]
if implies . This definition
intuitively means that process cannot distinguish between
thehistoriesof and prior to time . Thus, if the inputs are
identical after time , then the outputs will also be identical.

is obviously an equivalence relation, partitioning the
set of input signal tuples into equivalence classes for each
. We call these equivalence classes thestatesof . Under

certain conditions, the notion of state can be generalized to
untimed models of computation, where events are tagged
with partially ordered tags. It is sufficient, for example, that
a set of tags exist that are totally ordered with respect to
every event in the input and output signals of a process. Then
similar equivalence classes can be defined for each tag in.

2) Concurrency and Communication:The sequential or
combinational behavior just described is related to individual
processes, and general systems will typically contain sev-
eral coordinated concurrent processes. At the very least, such
processes interact with an environment that evolves indepen-
dently, at its own speed. It is also common to partition the
overall model into tasks that also evolve more or less inde-
pendently, occasionally (or frequently) interacting with one
another. This interaction implies a need for coordinated com-
munication.

Communication between processes can beexplicit or im-
plicit. Explicit communication implies forcing an order on
the events, and this is typically realized by designating a
senderprocess, which informs one or morereceiverpro-
cesses about some part of its state. Implicit communication
implies the sharing of a common time scale (which forces
a common partial order of events) and a common notion of
state.

a) Basic time: In classical transformational systems,
such as personal computers, the correct result is the primary
concern—when it arrives is less important (althoughwhether
it arrives is important). By contrast, embedded systems are
usually real-time systems, where the time at which a com-
putation takes place is very important. For example, a delay

in displaying the result of an Internet search is annoying; a
delay in actuating a brake command is fatal.

As mentioned previously, different models of time become
different order relations on the set of tagsin the tagged-
signal model. Implicit communication generally requires to-
tally ordered tags (timed processes), usually identified with
physical time.

The tags in ametric timed processhave the notion of a
“distance” between them, much like physical time.2

Two events aresynchronousif they have the same tag (the
distance between them is zero). Two signals are synchronous
if each event in one signal is synchronous with an event in the
other signal and vice versa.

b) Treatment of time in processes:A synchronous
process is one in which every signal in the process is
synchronous with every other signal in the process. An
asynchronous processis a process in which no two events
can have the same tag. Note that the common usage of
the term “asynchronous” refers to processes that arenon-
synchronous. Asynchronous processes in our framework
are a subset of nonsynchronous processes. We believe that
distinguishing between asynchronous and nonsynchronous
is important. In fact, asynchronous functional processes
always have a unique behavior while all other processes may
have problems when feedback connections involving events
with the same tag are present. If tags are totally ordered, the
process isasynchronous interleaved, while if tags are par-
tially ordered, the process isasynchronous concurrent. Note,
however, that for asynchronous processes, concurrency and
interleaving are, to a large extent, interchangeable, since
interleaving can be obtained from concurrency by partial
order embedding and concurrency can be reconstructed
from interleaving by identifying “untimed causality.”

c) Implementation of concurrency and communica-
tion: Concurrency in physical implementations of processes
implies a combination ofparallelism, which employs phys-
ically distinct computational resources, andinterleaving,
which means sharing of a common physical resource.
Mechanisms for achieving interleaving, generally called
schedulers, vary widely, ranging from operating systems that
manage context switches to fully static interleaving, in which
multiple concurrent processes are converted (compiled) into
a single process. We focus here on the mechanisms used to
manage communication between concurrent processes.

Parallel physical systems naturally share a common notion
of time, according to the laws of physics. The time at which
an event in one subsystem occurs has a natural ordering re-
lationship with the time at which an event occurs in another
subsystem. Physically interleaved systems also share a nat-
ural common notion of time: one event happens before an-
other.

A variety of mechanisms for managing the order of
events, and hence for communicating information between

2Formally, there exists a functiond: T � T ! mapping pairs of tags
to real numbers such thatd(t ; t ) � 0 whered(t ; t ) = 0 , t =
t , d(t ; t ) = d(t ; t ) andd(t ; t ) + d(t ; t ) � d(t ; t ) for any
t ; t ; t .
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processes, exists. Using processes to model communication
(rather than considering it as “primitives” of the TSM)
makes it easier to compare different MOCs, and also allows
one to considerrefining these communication processes
when going from specification to implementation [31].

Recall thatcommunicationin the TSM is embodied in the
event, which is a two-component entity whose value is re-
lated to function and whose tag is related to time. That is,
communication is implemented by two operations:

1) the transfer of values between processes (function;
TSM event value);

2) the determination of the relationship in time between
two processes (time; TSM event tag).

Unfortunately, often the term “communication” (or data
transfer) is used for the former, and the term “synchroniza-
tion” is used for the latter. We feel, however, that the two
are intrinsically connected in embedded systems: both tag
and value carryinformationabout acommunication. Thus,
communication and synchronization, as mentioned before,
are terms that cannot really be distinguished in this sense.

B. Models of Computation Used in Our Model

Car-manufacturer requirements are given in terms of re-
gions of operations of the engine and on driver actions. The
region of operations are finite. The transitions from one re-
gion to the other is determined by driver actions and by in-
ternal dynamics of the engine and of the power-train. Engine
and power-train are physical systems, where time plays an
essential role. Specifications for the controllers and their im-
plementation are based on physical time. The description of
the physical system uses an abstraction of time that involves
sequences, i.e., what matters is the sequences of events, not
the precise time at which these events occur. Timed MOCs
(recall that timed MOCs include both models that are based
on physical time and those based on sequences of events) will
be used in the description of our system.3 In particular, we
use the following.

• Finite-state machines (FSMs): An FSM is a syn-
chronous TSM process in which the tags take values in
the set of integers and the sets of inputs, outputs, and
states are finite. The tags represent the ordering of the
sequence of events in the signals, not physical time,
and are globally ordered. Afinite automaton(FA) is
an FSM with no outputs.

• Sequential systems (SSs): An SS is a synchronous TSM
process in which the tags take values in the set of inte-
gers and the inputs, outputs and states assume values
on infinite sets.

• Discrete-event systems (DESs): In a DES, tags are
order-isomorphic with the natural numbers and assume
values on the set of real numbers. The tags represent
the values of the time at which the events occur.

• Continuous-time systems (CTSs): A CTS is a metric
timed TSM process, where is a connected set.

3Note that the specification for the controller may use untimed models.
In this paper, we focus on physical models and control laws, and this is the
reason for the use of timed models.

The essential issue is how to compose these different models
to describe a complex system.

III. SYSTEM BEHAVIOR SPECIFICATIONS

A car manufacturer gives system specifications that de-
scribe how the vehicle should react to the inputs supplied by
the driver. In this paper, we restrict our attention to specifica-
tions related to force requests in the longitudinal motion of
the car. We assume that the driver requests force by using the
gas, brake, and clutch pedals and a manual gear shift. Usu-
ally, the specifications are not provided in a well-structured
manner; they are often obscured by considerations involving
the implementation of the electronic subsystem. Because of
the increased complexity of the engines, of the power-train,
of the functionality requested of the control system, and the
pressure for reduced time-to-market, there has been an in-
creased interest in methods that could reuse parts of existing
designs and that substantially reduce design iterations, elim-
inating errors. Being able to enucleate the requirements from
other considerations related to the model of the engine and to
the control strategy is an important step toward better reuse
and fewer errors.

In our approach, the specifications are captured using a
hybrid model as shown in Fig. 2. The discrete modes of the
hybrid system correspond to different regions of operations
of the engine.4 The transitions are determined by the action of
the driver or by engine conditions. Each region of operation is
characterized by an optimization problem that includes a set
of constraints related to driving performance, such as comfort
and safety, or gas and noise emission, and a cost function that
identifies the desired behavior of the controlled system. In
each region of operation, the controlled system is represented
by a model that includes ordinary differential equations as
well as discrete components.

The goal of the controller is to act on the inputs to the
plant (the throttle plate motor, the injection pulse duration,
and the spark advance angle) so that it behaves according to
the specifications summarized in the hybrid reference model
of Fig. 2.

The initial state is theStopstate that corresponds to the en-
gine being off. From this state, the driver causes the transition
to theStartupstate, turning the ignition key to the start value
( ). From theStartupstate, theIdle state is entered
if the gas pedal is released ; otherwise, ,
the RPM Trackingstate is entered. The desired behavior of
the controlled system in theIdle state is the following: the
force transmitted to the vehicle has to be zero and
the crankshaft revolution speed must be regulated to a ref-
erence value. For instance, under a load torque smaller than
12 Nm, the excursion of the crankshaft revolution speed with
respect to the reference value of 800 rpm must be less than
30 rpm while minimizing fuel consumption. Moreover, the
transient response with respect to sudden loads up to 25 Nm
must have a settling time of 2 s with an excursion less than
40 rpm. Last, the air–fuel ratio must remain within 1% of the

4The use of a finite automaton to capture specifications was, to the best
of our knowledge, introduced in [32].
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(a)

Fig. 2. FSM of the regions of operation describing system specifications.

stoichiometric desired level. In theRPM Trackingstate, the
crankshaft speed is requested to track the gas pedal signal

. When the transmission is engaged ,
theForce Trackingstate is entered. In this state, a particular
torque profile, which depends on the gas pedal position, the
gear, and the crankshaft speed , must
be achieved with constraints on the settling time and with
cost function related to fuel consumption and drive comfort.
TheFast Negative Force Transientstate is entered if the gas
pedal is suddenly released ( , where represents the
speed with which the pedal is released, andis a reference
value). In this state, a step reference for the requested force
is considered and a different control law is used. This control
law should minimize the transient time subject to very tight
drive comfort constraints. However, if no electronic-throttle
control system5 is available, a feasible solution may not exist.
In this case, the optimization problem is reformulated so that

5In traditional cars, the gas pedal is directly connected to the throttle valve,
so that the amount of air loaded by the cylinders is fixed by the driver. In
modern cars, the gas pedal command is processed by the engine control
system that actuates the throttle valve by means of an electric motor. This
allows full air flow regulation. Such equipment is usually referred to aselec-
tronic-throttle control system.

the driver comfort constraint becomes the cost function and
the transient time is required to be bounded. In this case, we
refer to this region of operation as theCutoffstate. When the
gas pedal is pushed again or the transient is elapsed ,
a transition to theForce Trackingstate occurs. If the gas pedal
is completely released and the minimum crankshaft speed is
approached, the transition to theIdle with transmission on
state is enabled. In this state, the crankshaft speed is kept
constant at a prescribed value until the gas
pedal position or the crankshaft speed triggers
the transition to theForce trackingstate. If the gas pedal is
pushed quickly, then the transition to theFast Positive Force
Transientstate is enabled. Here, the torque profile to be fol-
lowed is a positive step, and the control law minimizes the
transient time subject to fuel consumption and comfort con-
straints. Finally, when a cruise control is available on the
car, aSpeed Trackingstate is present that is entered from
the Force trackingstate with the speed tracking control on

and with no variation on the position of the ac-
celerator pedal . The state is exited if either the brake
pedal has been touched or the accelerator pedal
position is changed to indicate more speed wanted .
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Fig. 3. Engine blocks and their communication topology.

If the driver turns the key to the stop position
or if the engine turns off , then the system must
return to theStopstate.

Although this scheme is simple, it has quite an impact in
clarifying the objectives of the design and how to decom-
pose the problem into well-defined subproblems. The re-
quirements captured by the diagram can be considered as the
specifications for the control problem. The structure of the
hybrid reference model is the same independently of the car
manufacturer or of the car class: only the parameters of the
cost and constraint functions change.

IV. HYBRID MODEL FORENGINE AND POWER-TRAIN

In this section, we propose a new model of a power-train
with a -cylinder four-stroke engine.6 The overall system
is composed of four main interacting blocks, namely, thein-
take manifold, thecylinders, thepower-train, and theactua-
tors (Fig. 3). Our goal is to develop a model that is general
enough to serve as a “platform” for the development of con-
trol algorithms for the entire range of behaviors of the en-
gine–power-train subsystem.7

The tagged signal model formalism allows us to formally
describe systems represented as interacting processes of het-
erogeneous MOCs. Their interaction has to be clearly de-
fined and analyzed since the general properties of the overall
system depend critically on such interaction. Our formalism
has the definite advantage of orthogonalizing concerns such
as behavior and communication, time and ordering of events
so that description and analysis is made simpler and clearer.
This is the avenue we have followed to represent the phys-
ical processes taking place in an automotive engine and their
interaction. In particular, we used a combination of FSMs,
DESs, and CTSs to form a hybrid system that is the basis for
our design.

A. General Structure of the Model

The manifold pressureis controlled by the throttle valve,
which, in the electronic-throttle case, is powered by an elec-

6For a survey on internal combustion engines, see [20], [21], and
[33]–[38].

7For brevity, we report in this paper only the parts of the model which are
of interest in the control problems presented here.

trical motor. We denote by and the motor input voltage
and the throttle-valve position, respectively. The mass of air
loaded in the cylinders depends on the pressureand on the
crankshaft revolution speed.

The torque produced by the engine is given by
, where is the torque generated by theth

cylinder, which is determined by the mass of loaded air
, the mass of fuel injected in the cylinder, and the

ignition command.8 The timing sequence of the four
strokes of each cylinder is determined by the continuous
motion of the crankshaft. We denote bythe crankshaft
angular position, which is obtained by the integration of the
crankshaft velocity .

The ignition subsystem generates, for each cylinder, the
spark signal at the instant of time specified by the de-
sired spark advance . The injection subsystem9 injects an
amount of fuel according to the desired value. By mea-
suring the crankshaft angle, both actuation systems syn-
chronize with the evolution of the cylinders.

Finally, the power-train dynamics, controlled by the gen-
erated torque , are subject to the sum of a number of load
torques and depend on the position of theclutchand the
selection of thegear.

B. The Model

In this section, we give a detailed description of the be-
havior of the four blocks that compose the engine and power-
train system—namely, theintake manifold, thecylinders, the
power-train, and theactuators—and of their composition
(see Fig. 3).

1) The Intake Manifold:Manifold pressure dynamics is a
continuous-time process controlled by the throttle-valve po-
sition that changes the effective section of the intake rail of

8From this point on, we use the superscripti to indicate variables related
to theith cylinder.

9In non-GDI (gasoline direct injection) systems, the injectors deliver fuel
in the intake manifold. The fuel adheres in part to the walls of the manifold
forming a liquid film [39], which will evaporate and enter the cylinder during
the next intake. To accurately account for the liquid film, a new dynam-
ical system is required. This refined modeling is very important for finely
controlling the air–fuel mix composition. We assume that this phenomenon
is compensated by the fuel injection algorithm, so we neglect the fuel dy-
namics in the proposed model and directly think in terms of fuel entering
the cylinder.
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the manifold. Denoting by the mean-value pressure, mani-
fold dynamics is modeled as (see [40] and [26])

(1)

where is the equivalent throttle area, given in terms
of throttle angle . Parameters and depend in a
strongly nonlinear fashion on the geometric characteristics
of the manifold, on the physical characteristics of the gas
and atmosphere, and on the current value of the pressure

and engine speed. While in traditional engines the
throttle valve is directly connected to the gas pedal, in
electronic-throttle systems, it is controlled by the engine
control system to achieve better performance. The dynamics
of actuation of the throttle valve (usually a dc motor) is
modeled by a linear first-order dynamical system.

2) The Cylinder: The cylinder model is the most com-
plex. It is “responsible” for torque generation. The torque

generated by each piston at each cycle depends on the
thermodynamics of the air–fuel mixture combustion process.
The profile of depends on the phases of the cylinder, the
piston position , the mass of air, the mass of fuel
both loaded in the cylinder during the intake phase, and the
spark ignition timing.

In a four-stroke combustion engine, a piston reaches the
top dead center(TDC) [bottom dead center(BDC)] when it
is at its uppermost (lowermost) position. Each cylinder cycles
through the following four phases.

• Intake : The piston goes down from the TDC to
the BDC loading the air–fuel mix present in the intake
manifold.

• Compression : The trapped mix is compressed by
the piston during its upward movement from the BDC
to the TDC.

• Expansion : The combustion takes place pushing
down the piston from the TDC to the BDC.

• Exhaust : During its upward movement, from the
BDC to the TDC, the piston expels combustion exhaust
gases.

Let be the position of theth piston, expressed in terms of
the position of the corresponding crank angle, with respect
to the lastdead center(DC), that is

mod (2)

where is the value of for which the th cylinder is at a
dead center. This corresponds to resetat the beginning of
each phase. Note that since the pistons are connected to the
crankshaft, their positions are related to each other.10

The quantity of air loaded into each cylinder at the
end of the intake run depends, in a nonlinear fashion, on the
evolution of the intake manifold pressure and the crankshaft
speed. The amount of air loaded up to time, denoted by

10Most cars have four cylinders, but there are engines that have a different
number of cylinders. For example, Formula 1 racing cars can have eight,
ten, or 12 cylinders. The Fiat Coupé 2000 Turbo has five cylinders. In a
four-cylinder in-line engine� (t) = � (t) = � (t) = � (t).

, is sampled at the intake BDC time to obtain the
loaded air for the current engine cycle.

The amount of fuel that can be injected is subject to
constraints to limit emissions and to increase efficiency.
These constraints are usually expressed in terms of the
air-to-fuel ratio of the mixture. When

, the mix is said to be at stoichiometry, which
is a desirable operating point for emissions. Rich mixtures

produce excess of and , while
lean mixtures have excess of . The
efficiency of three-way catalytic converters, commonly used
to reduce emissions, is satisfactory only in a narrow range
around the stoichiometry ( %). This results in an interval

of admissible values
for the injected fuel.

Spark ignition must occur at every cycle. Intuitively,
it should occur exactly when the piston reaches the TDC
of the compression stroke. Since the combustion process
takes nonzero time to complete, the pressure in the cylinder
reaches its maximum some time after spark ignition. It
is then convenient to produce a spark before the piston
completes the compression stroke (positive spark advance),
to achieve maximum fuel efficiency. Producing a spark
after the piston has completed the compression phase and
is in the expansion stroke (negative spark advance) may be
used to reduce drastically the value of the torque generated
during the expansion run. Hence, the spark control input has
a very short delay and can be used to reduce torque much
faster than using only the throttle valve.11 The spark ignition
time is commonly defined in terms of the spark advance,
which denotes the difference between the angle of the crank
at the TDC between compression and expansion and the one
at the time of ignition . In terms of the piston position ,
we have

for a positive spark advance
for a negative spark advance.

(3)
It is positive for sparks ignited in the compression stroke,
negative otherwise. Note that the spark advance has to be
bounded both from above and from below to prevent the mix
from not burning uniformly, thus causing undesired knocking
[41], [42] (upper bound) and from misfiring [43], [44] (lower
bound), which causes undesired pollutants. These bounds de-
pend on the revolution speed. The spark advance and the
amount of injected fuel is set at each cycle to control the gen-
erated torque (see [45]).

The air–fuel mixture is loaded in the cylinder during the
intake stroke while the torque generation starts after the spark
is ignited. Hence, to complete the description of the torque
generation process, we need to model the delay between the
time at which the mixture is loaded and the time at which the
corresponding active torque is generated [46].

The overall model of the torque generation process for a
single cylinder consists of four communicating processes of
different MOCs:

11Because of this property, negative spark advance is very useful to regu-
late the engine speed in theIdle region of operation.
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• an FSM, modeling the four-stroke engine cycle;
• a DES, modeling the discrete delay on the active torque

generation;
• two memoryless CTSs, modeling the air intake process

and the profile of the generated torque.

a) Modeling the four-stroke engine cycle with an
FSM: This part of the cylinder model is used to capture the
sequential nature of the behavior of the cylinders. Based
on the events generated by the spark ignition signal and by
the reaching of dead centers, the FSM takes a transition and
outputs the appropriate information to coordinate the other
parts.

The four phases of the piston are associated to the states
of an FSM that represents the behavior of the cylinder. A
state transition would then occur when the piston reaches a
dead center. However, the torque generated by the piston is
related not only to the four phases of the piston but also to
the spark generation process. Since spark ignition may occur
either during the compression stroke or during the expansion
stroke, a six-state FSM is needed to model the possible be-
haviors of the cylinder. The cylinder FSM is shown in Fig. 4.
The FSM state takes one of the following values.

• , denotingIntake.
• , denotingBefore Spark. The piston is in the com-

pression stroke and no spark has been ignited yet.
• , denotingPositive Advance. The piston is in the

compression stroke and the spark has been ignited.
• , denotingNegative Advance. The piston is in the

expansion stroke and the spark has not been ignited yet.
• , denotingAfter Spark. The piston is in the expan-

sion stroke and the spark has been ignited.
• , denotingExhaust.

The cylinder changes phase either when a spark is given
(FSM input event or if
the spark is given exactly at the dead center), or when a dead
center is reached (FSM input event ). The evo-
lution of the torque produced by the cylinder depends on the
transitions of the FSM, provided by the outputof the FSM
that takes the following values: , , ,

, , , , and . The next-state
and output functions of the cylinder FSM

(4)

are shown in Fig. 4. Note that, for the sake of notational sim-
plicity, we dropped the superscript, indicating the corre-
spondence of the variable with cylinder, from the index .

b) Modeling the air-intake process with a
CTS: Assuming small variations of the crankshaft speed

during intake and recalling that represents the pressure
mean-value over the engine cycle, air intake can be described
by the following memoryless CTS:

(5)

This abstraction of the air-intake process is sufficient for
most control purposes. However, this model can be further

Fig. 4. FSM describing the behavior of theith cylinder.

refined by describing the opening and closing of intake
valves, which are synchronized with the piston position.
In this paper, we will use proportional to the
product , with as in (1).

c) Modeling the torque profile with a CTS:The profile
of the torque produced by theth piston as evolves is
modeled by a memoryless CTS

(6)

where is the current FSM output and collects the values
and changes only at the FSM transitions. An ex-

ample of torque profiles is given by Shimet al.in [47], where
the shape of the torque is approximated with harmonics of a
sinusoidal wave up to the third order.

This representation is general enough to allow the ac-
curate description of complex torque profiles. However, in
this paper, we restrict ourselves to a simpler model obtained
by abstracting away the details of the combustion process
as well as those related to gas pumping in and out of the
cylinder. We set to zero the torque during the passive
phases of the cylinder, but we take into account the loss of
energy due to these phases by reducing the amount of torque
generated during the active phase. As a consequence of this
simplification, the profile is described by a piecewise
constant function that is assumed to be zero everywhere
except in the expansion phase when the spark ignition
command has already been given, i.e.,

(7)

where the gain represents the potential value of the torque
that can be achieved by the given mix and the ignition ef-
ficiency function has in general the profile shown in
Fig. 5. Note that in (7), we do not make explicit use of the
mass of air ; this is a good approximation around stoi-
chiometry.

d) Modeling the discrete delay on active torque gener-
ation with a DES: The delay on active torque generation,
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Fig. 5. Ignition efficiency function (at low engine speed).

which is characteristic of four-stroke engine cycles, is mod-
eled by means of a DES synchronized with the FSM transi-
tions and whose dynamics depends on the FSM transitions

(8)

where denotes the th FSM transition. The components
of the DES input vector are

• the mass of air loaded during the intake phase;
• the mass of injected fuel during the intake phase;
• the piston position , used to compute the spark ad-

vance according to (3).
The DES state is used to model the delay between the
mixture intake and the active torque generation, while the
DES output provides the values to the CTS
describing the profile of the engine torque (6).

The functions and describing the dynamics and
the output of the DES are the following:

(9)

Consider, for example, the torque produced in the state
when a positive spark advance has been applied, i.e.,

. According to the DES dy-
namics, this torque depends on the value of the DES output

at the transition , which in turn depends on
values at the transition , i.e.,

This shows how the DES model captures the delays in the
torque generation process: a one-step delay associated to the
spark ignition (due to the fact that the spark is given during

the compression stroke while the torque is generated during
the expansion stroke), and a two-step delay associated to the
mix mass (due to the fact that the mix is loaded during the
intake phase).

e) Composing the MOCs describing the
cylinder: Fig. 6 shows the (nontrivial) interactions among
the MOCs modeling the different phenomena in the cylinder
behavior. Using the TSM framework, we can underline the
importance of sequencing and timing of events in the torque
generation process and, hence, be more effective in the
synthesis of control algorithms.

A transition in the FSM is caused by two possible events,
and , which may occur at the same time. The

first task of the composition of the MOCs is to collect all
the events that cause a transition in the FSM (producing a
single input to the FSM) and the times at which these events
occur. Note that the FSM uses only the information about
the sequencing of events, not their exact timing. However,
torque generation does need time information since it feeds
a continuous time system (the model of the power-train) and
the inputs to that CTS have to be correctly placed in time.
Hence, the block that takes care of collecting the events is
also responsible for generating the right coupling of sequence
indexes and actual times.

The input signals , , are received by
thesignal_merge_1process at times (spark ignition times),

(DC times), respectively. This process merges the input
signals to yield the FSM input signal , where is the
index of the totally ordered sequence ,
so that is the sequence of times at which the FSM
associated to theth cylinder takes the th transition. Note
that takes the value when .
The signals and are also produced as outputs
to coordinate the other parts of the model. Signal is
received by the SS to select the current dynamicsand
output . Signal is used by the torque profile CTS
and by the two samplers. The sequence of sampling times

(corresponding to the spark ignition times) is extracted
from the signal , by taking the tags for which
assumes value in . Similarly,
sampling times (corresponding to intake BDC times)
are extracted from the signal by taking the tags
for which assumes the value .

The CTS that represents torque generation needs the piston
position, a continuous time variable, the phase of the cylinder
(provided directly by the FSM output), and the amount of air
and fuel that was loaded at the end of the intake phase as well
as the spark advance. The DES delivers the information about
the amount of air and fuel at the end of the intake phase as
well as the spark advance, all appropriately placed in physical
time by virtue of the signal merge taking place at its output.
The inputs to the SS are generated by merging the appropriate
signals so that the sequencing is synchronized with the input
of the FSM. In doing so, we are “synchronizing” nonsyn-
chronous signals by assigning the special value(absence
of value) to signals that do not have a value for a particular
tag that is of interest for another signal.
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Fig. 6. TSM hybrid model of theith cylinder.

In particular, at intake BDC times, thesignal_merge_2
process receives the signals and —where the
value is equal to . At spark ignition times , it fur-
ther receives the signal (piston position at the time of
the spark) to compute the spark advance according to (3). For
each of the previous signals—say, —on the basis
of the signal , thesignal_merge_2process yields the
SS input signals , , applying the fol-
lowing rule:

if

otherwise.
(10)

This makes the output signals of thesignal_merge_2process
and of the FSM synchronous. Note that setting when

does not change the behavior of the system since
the SS does not read this input when the tagis equal to .
Since , then, by the previous rule, the sequence

is appropriately augmented and defined over all times
.
From the SS output , the DES output signal

is generated by replacing the signal tagwith
the corresponding time . Then, this value is given as a
parameter to the CTS to generate the output torque .

3) The Power-Train:For a given gear selection and
clutch position, the power-train is described by the contin-
uous time system

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

where includes the drive-line torsion
angle, the crankshaft revolution speed, and the wheel revo-
lution speed and is the crankshaft angle position. Input
is the torque produced by the engine, whilerepresents the
load torque acting on the crankshaft. Vectormodels the
resistant actions on the power-train, due to internal friction
and external forces at the equilibrium point. Dynamics
(11) is exponentially stable and is characterized by a real
dominant pole , and a pair of conjugate complex poles

. Vehicle acceleration (13) and jerk (14)
are the power-train outputs of interest for drivability and
comfort. Model parameters depend on the selected gear and
the clutch position.

4) The Engine and Power-Train Model:Fig. 7 shows
the hybrid model for vehicles with four-stroke-cylinder
gasoline engine. Such a model is obtained by combining
cylinder hybrid models and it is composed of the following
parts:

1) subsystems as in Fig. 6 describing the behavior of
the cylinders of the engine;

2) two CTSs modeling, respectively, the power-train and
intake manifold dynamics;

3) the block that synchronizes the cylinders
models by generating the piston position angles
from the crankshaft angle, according to (2), and the
events .

Input to the CT power-train dynamics is obtained by
summing all the contributions of the cylinders.
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Fig. 7. Composition of cylinders models. For the sake of simplicity, in this figure tags are not reported.

5) The Actuators:Control algorithms for fuel injection
and spark ignition must be executed at every cycle, synchro-
nously with the crankshaft position. Both controls take time
to actuate. Hence, we must decide the control actions suffi-
ciently in advance to make sure that they are correctly deliv-
ered to the plant. In traditional non-GDI engines, injection
typically is decided at the transition to guarantee its
completion by the end of the intake stroke. The spark is in
general ignited with a different spark advance at every cycle.
The value of the spark advance must then be computed at
the transition, so that an appropriate actuator sub-
system can be programmed to ignite the spark at the proper
time.

To reflect these constraints on the control algorithms, the
cylinder model is modified to include the effect of actua-
tors delays. The FSM component of the hybrid model of the
th cylinder with actuator constraints is shown in Fig. 8. As-

suming that the actuators apply exactly the desired spark ad-
vance and fuel injection, that is, and , and
since desired spark advance is set at the tran-
sition, then the torque profile during compression and
expansion is completely determined at the transi-
tion. The torque profile is zero during both states and

, and we can safely merge them into a single statebe-
cause we know the spark advance at the transition.
Similarly, we can merge states and into the state.

Using the same notation as for the model without actuators,
at the transitions and the output is set to

and , respectively. The CTS func-
tion represents the torque profile during expansion, as-
suming perfect actuation of the desired spark advance, that is

for
otherwise.

(15)

The torque is zero during the other states, i.e.,
. The DES describing the

delay in the torque generation process has input signals
at times at which the exhaust TDC is reached

and signals , at times at which the
intake BDC is reached. The DES dynamics is as follows:

(16)

V. CONTROL ALGORITHM DESIGN

Our (ambitious) goal has been since the beginning of this
research project to develop control algorithms and their im-
plementations for all the regions of operation described in
Section III using the hybrid model of the engine described in
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Fig. 8. FSM describing the behavior of theith cylinder with
actuators.

Section IV-B to yield a complete engine control subsystem.
In this section, we describe our approach for three important
subproblems that are considered the most difficult to solve:
the Fast (Positive and Negative) Force Transient problem
(FPFT and FNFT), the Cutoff problem, and the Idle Control
problem.

To cope with the difficulties arising in the design of a con-
troller in the hybrid domain, our approach consists of:

• “relaxing” each of the control problems of Section III
by simplifying some components of the control
problem (the cost function, the constraints, or the
model of the plant) to obtain a solvable problem;

• using the solution of the relaxed problem as a “guide-
line” to devise a solution to the original problem, rein-
troducing the simplified components.

In particular, for the FPFT, FNFT, and Cutoff control prob-
lems, the hybrid plant model is relaxed to a continuous time
one and the corresponding continuous time optimal control
problem is solved by applying classical methods. The solu-
tion to the relaxed problem provides lower bounds for the
minimum attainable cost for any hybrid control policy and
suggests suboptimal control laws for the original problem.
Solutions to the original problem are devised by mapping the
solutions of the relaxed problems back to the hybrid domain.
The solution in the hybrid domain is demonstrated to yield a
behavior that is close (within a precisely specified bound) to
the behavior of the control in the continuous case and, hence,
even closer to the optimal solution in the hybrid domain.

In the idle speed control problem, we first find the set of all
controllers that guarantee that the obtained closed-loop hy-
brid system satisfy the constraints (relaxed problem). Then,
among those controllers, the one that minimizes a given cost
function can be extracted. In both cases, we exploit the pe-
culiarities of the control problem by reducing appropriately
the complexity of the plant model.

A. Fast Force Transients

In the design of modern engine control, drivability re-
quirements play an important role. In particular, longitudinal

car oscillations represent one of the most critical aspects
especially when fast torque changes are requested by the
driver (tip-in and tip-out). To tackle this problem, active
damping of power-train oscillations has been recently
proposed in [48]–[51]. Damping of the oscillations can be
achieved by modulation of the generated torque via throttle,
fuel injection, and spark ignition control. The control strate-
gies proposed in the literature are based on continuous-time
models of torque generation and power-train dynamics.
Oscillations are quantified in terms of either vehicle accel-
eration or vehicle jerk [52]–[54]. However, the closed-loop
performance of such control strategies have not been deeply
investigated when implemented on a real engine. Indeed, the
discrete process of torque generation in a real engine may
give rise to unpredicted behaviors that may lead to system
instability. In our approach, modeling discrete phenomena
in the engine behavior allows one to take into account the
hybrid nature of the control problem, thus developing control
laws for which closed-loop convergence is guaranteed.

1) Specialized Plant Hybrid Model:In this section, the
hybrid model introduced in Section IV-B is specialized
for control applications that require the control decision
to take place at discrete points in time, namely, the TDC
and BDC, consistently with the model in Fig. 8 presented
in Section IV-B5 where actuator delays are taken into
account. The combination of the FSM, the DES, and the
CTS represents the torque generation mechanism for a
single cylinder. In order to compensate for the actuation
delays, the closed-loop control laws need to estimate the
future state of the power-train corresponding to the time
when the currently computed control values will effect the
value of the produced torque. From (7), the active part of
the torque is produced during the expansion phase after the
combustion begins. It is then interesting to estimate the state
of the power-train at the TDC between compression and
expansion.

To simplify these predictions, the torque is modeled as
a constant value during the expansion phase and zero other-
wise

(17)

where

(18)

This is a slight difference with respect to the plant model
shown in Fig. 8, where the torque is produced during the
expansion but only after the spark ignition. Indeed, the two
torque generation models are equivalent for positive spark
advance, while they differ for negative spark advance. How-
ever, in the latter case, the average torque is the same.

Since we are mainly interested in torque control, it is very
convenient to reason directly in terms of desired ignition effi-
ciency instead of using , the conversion between the two
being expressed by (18).

The hybrid model for the case of a four-cylinder in-line
engine is labeled .
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2) Fast Force Transient Control:In the Fast (both Pos-
itive and Negative) Force Transient (FxFT) regions of op-
eration, the objective is to steer the system from a given
point, characterized by torque delivered to the crankshaft

to a new point with torque value in minimum
time. Since we consider drive-by-wire subsystems, available
controls are: air mass that depends on the throttle angle, fuel
injection, and spark advance. The control action must also
satisfy comfort constraints. “Peak-to-peak” acceleration and
jerk have been experimentally identified as the most impor-
tant factors in passenger comfort. These quantities are the
outputs of interest of system (11).

We formulate the FPFT (FNFT) control problem as: steer
in minimum time the power-train state, keeping the jerk
bounded ( , respectively) to a
point such that the application of the new requested value
of transmitted torque produces an oscillating acceleration
evolution such that where is a
threshold of perception.

The dynamics of the oscillating accelerationcan be iso-
lated by applying natural mode decomposition to dynamics
(11)

(19)

(20)

where is two-dimensional and . The third
component (orthogonal) represents the dominant dynamics
associated to the pole , ; its
contribution to the oscillating acceleration may be neglected
here. System trajectories under constant input
are hyper spirals in the– space and spirals in thespace.
Then, under constant torque , constraint
is satisfied along system trajectories when the state is inside
a target set given by a disk in the state subspace and a
cylinder when considering also the third component of
the state. The same cylinder is referred to as, in the
coordinates state space.

Given a value of torque produced by the engine, let
denote the invariant set in the hybrid

state space (state of the FSM, DES, and CTS dynamics) given
by points of the trajectory described by the hybrid model

during its evolution in the steady state corresponding
to the torque . Elements of the set are triples .
In the sequel, only the design of a FPFT hybrid controller is
illustrated. The FNFT controller design is analogous.

Problem 5.1.1: Given the engine hybrid model ,
find feedback control laws , and , for throttle
plate position, quantities of fuel, and ignition efficiencies,
which steer in minimum time an initial state in , with
-component , to the boundary of the set

(21)

satisfying the constraint

for all (22)

a) FPFT problem relaxation to the continuous do-
main: In this section, the hybrid model is relaxed
to the continuous time domain. Consequently, the desired

behavior is expressed by an optimal control problem which
represents a relaxation of the original hybrid Problem
5.1.1. The relaxed problem assumes no constraint on torque
signal ; it is only concerned with comfort requirements
for minimum time optimal trajectories of the power-train
dynamics to the set .

Problem 5.1.2: Given the power-train dynamics (11), find
a feedback control which steers in minimum time an
initial state to satisfying constraint (22) on the
jerk .

The minimum time control to the manifold is ob-
tained applying Pontryagin’s maximum principle. The op-
timal solutions are made up of arcs of trajectory along which
constraint (22) on the jerk is active. The set of points from
which there exists a feasible trajectory to in the -state
space is partitioned into the sets, where, respec-
tively, and . Hence, from (14), the minimum
time torque is expressed as

if

if

(23)

The boundaries of the sets , are determined inte-
grating trajectories backward in time using classical Pon-
tryagin’s methods; they are depicted in Fig. 9. See [55] and
[40] for more details.

a) FPFT hybrid domain solution:The minimum time
torque signal (23) is clearly not feasible for the hybrid model

in Section V-A1 [torque signals produced by
are piecewise-constant and synchronized with the

FSM]. We derive in this section an implementable approx-
imation of torque (23), consistent with the hybrid model

, in terms of: throttle angle , fuel quantities , and
ignition efficiencies . The main difficulties are as follows.

a) The available torque is limited to the set of values
, where and de-

pend on the air mass , subject to manifold pressure
dynamics.

b) Torque generation has to be synchronized with the
power-train dynamics.

c) There is a delay between the time at which control sig-
nals and are set and the time at which the corre-
sponding torque is generated.

In order to properly set feedback signalsand , respec-
tively, at times and , a prediction of at time is
needed at both instants. Assuming that the power-train state
is available to measurement, one- and two-step predictions
are obtained by a forward integration of (11).

As illustrated in Fig. 1, the torque generation process can
be viewed as a composition of interconnected systems. The
impact of the driveline on air dynamics is weak enough to
allow for a decentralized control, i.e., the feedback law for

and those for and can be devised independently (see
[40] for details).

b) Air feedback design:A reference evolution
for the air mass is obtained from the minimum time torque
profile (23). A variable structure control (VSC) technique
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 9. (a) Switching surfaces in the minimum time control toC
in cylindrical coordinates. (b) Acceleration and jerk profile in the
hybrid closed-loop system.

(see [56] and [57]) is used to achieve robust tracking of the
reference .

c) Fuel and ignition feedback design:A feedback con-
trol law in terms of fuel injection signals and ignition
efficiencies is presented next. Torque law (23) is refor-
mulated in the discrete time axis of the TDCs and BDCs as
follows:

if

if

(24)

where , , and .
Torque (24) produces a jerk with mean value equal to either
0 or , by construction. The actual jerk profile in the evo-
lution of the hybrid model exhibits a ripple on the
average value. This is because is piecewise-constant,
then between two samples the natural modes of dynamics
(11) evolve causing a jerk profile with values both below and

above the desired or . To avoid violating con-
straints (22), feedback laws for signals , , and
are modified to yield a torque more conservative than
(24). Fig. 9 shows an evolution of jerk and acceleration in
the hybrid system under the proposed feedback con-
trol law.

d) Convergence analysis and performances:The
switching surface defined by (23) (Fig. 9) guarantees con-
vergence in minimum time for the relaxed model (CTS).
The synchronization constraints present in the hybrid model
may affect the convergence as well as the performance of
the closed loop system at low engine speeds. In Fig. 10,
a continuous time optimal trajectory is depicted in the

-subspace; its approximation in the hybrid domain is
depicted in Fig. 11 at low engine speed for different initial
conditions. Comparing the two figures, it is clear how the
hybrid nature of torque generation can produce instability
in the closed-loop system even when the continuous time
control law is perfectly stable. Having modeled the system
in the hybrid domain, it is possible to analyze closed loop
stability and also to synthesize the hybrid control law so
as to guarantee convergence. The continuous time optimal
solution is used as a guideline to achieve good performance.

It is possible to prove the following.
Proposition 5.1.1: There exists engine speed such

that if , then the hybrid control steers the
hybrid system to a hybrid state with -component in

in finite time.
The proof of the theorem is based on conservative approx-

imations of the reachable sets.
In particular, for the parameters identified in our model

and for the approximation used to obtain , the bound
is rpm. This bound is the result of a tradeoff
between distance from optimality (in terms of transient time

) and domain of convergence (range of engine speed for
which convergence to is achieved). At high revolution,
speed convergence is never a problem, because the contin-
uous time solution can be tracked accurately. At low revo-
lution speeds, it may happen that the torque signal fed into
the driveline cannot be changed at the time required by the
optimal continuous solution. Then the choice is whether to
switch from to at the transition before
that time or at the one after it. Switching before guarantees
reaching for lower engine speeds, hence it increases the
stability domain of the closed-loop system. Similarly, by an-
ticipating the switching surface, it is possible to increase the
domain of convergence. However, anticipating the switching
surface increases the transient time, thus reducing perfor-
mance of the closed-loop system.

The proposed solution is to modify the switching surface,
anticipating it by an amount that depends on the engine speed

(one of the components of the state). This allows an
increase of the stability domain (to lower engine speeds)
without giving up performance at high engine speed.

The optimal solution to Problem 5.1.1 is unknown; how-
ever, the optimal solution to Problem 5.1.2 attains a value for

, which is a lower bound on the achievable transient time,
by definition of relaxed problem. Similarly, the transient time
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Fig. 10. Continuous time optimal trajectory in thex-subspace.

Fig. 11. Hybrid system trajectories at low engine speed.

of the proposed suboptimal solution to Problem 5.1.1 is an
upper bound for the attained by the optimal solution.

B. Cutoff Control

In this section, we consider a particular case of FNFT
control design that corresponds to the complete release of
the gas pedal by the driver. For cars equipped with elec-
tronic-throttle systems, this control problem can be formu-
lated as a FNFT problem with , whose solution has
been presented in Section V-A. However, for traditional cars,
where the throttle valve is directly connected to the gas pedal
and the engine control unit cannot control the mass of air
loaded by the cylinders, a different approach has to be used.
In the FNFT control problem, the jerk was constrained to
be nonpositive, thus achieving zero oscillation (monotone
acceleration) during the controlled operation. In the cutoff
control problem, the available control is limited with respect
to the electronic-throttle case and lower performance levels

may be obtained. Indeed, in this case, the goal is tocutofffuel
injectionminimizingpassengers’ discomfort, but we cannot
in general prevent, like we did in the FNFT case, power-train
oscillations even during controlled operation.

1) Problem Formulation: In a cutoff operation, after gas
pedal release, the throttle valve reaches the maximum clo-
sure ( ) and the sequence of air intakes
converges to the value given by manifold pressure dy-
namics at the corresponding steady-state . This results
in an upper bound for the torque the engine can deliver. In the
sequel, we denote by the model obtained from
with and . The objective of cutoff control is
to minimize the peak of the acceleration , given by (20),
until it is below the threshold of acceleration perception.
Recall that once the power-train stateis inside the region
(with ), introduced in Section V-A, fuel injection can
be shut off with vehicle oscillations below threshold. Hence,
the cutoff control is formulated as follows.

Problem 5.2.1: Given the engine hybrid model ,
find feedback control laws and , for the fuel
injection and spark modulation factors, which steer in
an unspecified finite time an initial state in ,
with -component , to the boundary of the set

, minimizing .
Note that the target set is the same as in (21), because now

the target pressure and the initial pressure coincide
with the steady-state value. Moreover, the transient time
is a design variable and is constrained to be finite; its value is
given by the solution to Problem 5.2.1, i.e., it is a value that
minimizes the peak of acceleration.

2) Control Synthesis:
a) Problem relaxation:The control problem can be

simplified considerably by relaxing the plant hybrid model
to the continuous-time domain, thus removing all

synchronization constraints, as we did in the FxFT case.
System dynamics are limited to the power-train oscillating
dynamics (19), with torque bounded to belong to
with and . Denoting by
the projection of on the oscillating mode subspace (i.e.,

), the following relaxed problem is
considered.

Problem 5.2.2: Given the powertrain dynamics (19), find
a feedback control that steers in an unspeci-
fied finite time an initial state to , minimizing

.
In [58] and [24], the authors derived an optimal feedback

law solution to Problem 5.2.2. Since the objective function is
nondifferentiable, standard tools, such as Pontryagin’s prin-
ciple, cannot be applied and optimality is proven by com-
paring the closed-loop trajectories with the reachable sets.
Fig. 12 shows a typical closed-loop phase space under the
proposed control. The optimal torque is bang-bang out-
side the sector of the circle , delimited by the line

passing through [with con-
taining (0, 0) and ]. Indeed, outside sector , the avail-
able torque is not strong enough to counteract the elasticity
of the drive-line, and the torque switches between the bounds
0 and , when crosses the line .
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b) Hybrid system solution:The relaxed-problem op-
timal torque , obtained with the continuous time model,
is clearly not feasible for the engine hybrid model ,
whose inputs are fuel quantitiesand spark modulations .
Indeed, torque generation mechanism constraints described
in Section V-A2, i.e., a) bounds, b) synchronization, and
c) delay, have to be taken into account. In the hybrid feed-
back proposed in [24], only the two extreme torque values
0 and are used, obtained by setting and either

or . Synchronization of the generated
torque with the power-train dynamics is the main difficulty.
To compensate the torque generation two-step delay, a pre-
diction of is obtained from by forward
integration of (19). The injection control is defined according
to a switching curve , with , as follows:

if

if

if
if

(25)
Since the power-train evolution is known only at times

, the hybrid system may fail to converge if jumps
around . The bang-bang switching line of optimal feed-
back is . If , control law (25) with

, has been proven to yield closed-loop hybrid
trajectories that converge to , when engine speed is larger
than an appropriate bound. However, since for commercial
cars , has to be modified to guarantee con-
vergence.

c) Convergence and performance analysis:The
switching curve that guarantees convergence in
the closed-loop hybrid model is shown in Fig. 12. This
curve consists of the following four pieces (for increasing

): a half-line lying on , an arc of the circle on
the boundary of , the arc , and a half-line lying on

. The arc is a piece of a trajectory of the system
(19), under torque and passing through a point
belonging to the boundary of . Details are reported in
[24]. Convergence of the hybrid system is guaranteed by the
following proposition.

Proposition 5.2.1: Let . There exists engine
speed and a point such that if , then
the hybrid control (25) steers the hybrid system to a
hybrid state with -component in in finite time.

The proof reported in [24] is constructive and gives
and , which defines in (25).

An optimal solution to Problem 5.2.1 is unknown. How-
ever, bounds on the performance can be obtained by com-
paring the relaxed problem optimal solution to the proposed
hybrid problem solution. The performance is measured by
the value of the cost function, namely

The optimal cost corresponding to the unknown
optimal solution to Problem V-B-2 can be bounded by com-
paring the relaxed problem optimal solution cost to
the cost attainable by the proposed hybrid control,

(a)

(b)

Fig. 12. (a) Optimal trajectories for the relaxed problem. Ifx =2
D , eitherT =M (solid line) orT = 0 (dashed line); otherwise,
0 < T < M (dash-dot line). (b) The switching line�(x) = 0,
which defines the hybrid control, whenkx k > �.

for the same initial condition , thus assessing the quality of
the approach. In [24], a function was derived for which
we have the following.

Proposition 5.2.2: Let , and assume
, with given by Proposition 5.2.1 If

, there exists such that, for any
, with , we have

Further, if satisfies either

or

then the hybrid control (25) is optimal for Problem 5.2.1.
Proposition 5.2.2 describes the performance of the

closed-loop system. In particular, it identifies sets of initial
conditions such that the closed-loop system reaches
along an optimal trajectory. It also provides an upper bound
for the degradation in terms of acceleration peak, which
applies to trajectories originating at points outside the region
of optimal initial conditions.
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3) Experimental Results:The proposed cutoff con-
trol strategy has been implemented and tested at Mag-
neti–Marelli Engine Control Division on a commercial
car, a 16-valve 1400-cc-engine car. The engine control
electronics is a 4-LV Magneti Marelli on-board computer
based on a 25-MHz 32-bit Althair Motorola microprocessor
with fixed-point arithmetic unit. By Proposition V-B-1,
convergence is guaranteed for engine speeds greater than

rpm, less than minimum engine speed to
prevent engine stalls. A discrete-time Luenberger observer
has been shown to perform satisfactorily for power-train
state estimation. In Fig. 13, the performance achieved by the
proposed cutoff strategy is compared with the performance
of a currently implemented open-loop strategy. On the left,
the evolutions in the subspace of the observer are reported,
along with the switching curve and the target set

. On the right, the resulting evolutions of the oscillating
component of the acceleration are shown. With the
proposed control strategy, the state is steered towith no
encirclement and monotonically decreases to . As
expected from the theoretical results, once injection is set to
zero permanently, remains bounded within the percep-
tion threshold. In the open-loop strategy, an encirclement of

produces a peak of the acceleration.

C. Idle Speed Control

In the Idle operation mode [59]–[62], the gear is set to
neutral and the engine speed should be maintained as close
as possible to a reference value . The goal is to de-
sign a feedback controller that keeps the speed of the crank-
shaft in a specified range, , robustly with respect to
two sources of disturbances: 1) load torque on the crankshaft
due to subsystems such as air conditioning and servo-mech-
anisms for steering and braking and 2) the inertial load in-
crease that occurs when the driver releases the clutch pedal.
The cost function to minimize is the energy of the variations
of the engine speed with respect to the reference value.

A survey on different engine models and control design
methodologies for idle control is given in [59]. Both time-do-
main (e.g., [60]) and crank-angle domain (e.g., [61]) models
have been proposed in the literature to solve the idle manage-
ment problem. These models deal with the average value of
engine speed. More recently, cycle-accurate models, which
describe periodic speed variations due to torque fluctuations,
have been investigated [47].

Several design techniques have been applied to the idle
control problem, such as multivariable control [63],con-
trol [60], control [64], -synthesis [65], sliding mode
control [66], and LQ-based optimization [67].

In our approach, the adoption of a hybrid formalism al-
lows us to represent the cyclic behavior of the engine, thus
capturing the effect of each spark command on the generated
torque, the interaction between the discrete torque generation
and the continuous power-train and air dynamics, and the dis-
crete changes in the parameters of the power-train model. In
[61] and [47], crank-angle domain models are used. In these
models, the spark command is represented at the previous
TDC to take into account the actuators delay. Here instead

(a)

(b)

Fig. 13. Observer subspacêx evolution with target setB and
switching line �(x) = 0 and (b) oscillating acceleration (in
m/s ) ~a(t) signal profiles in a controlled cutoff (solid line) and an
uncontrolled cutoff (dashed line).

we concentrate on the model of Fig. 4, where only the pri-
mary inputs to the engine are considered and actuator delays
are ignored: the spark command is supposed to coincide with
actual spark ignition.

1) Problem Formulation:The plant hybrid model pre-
sented in Section IV-B has been simplified by:

• ignoring details that are unimportant for theIdle region
of operation (see Section III);
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• considering only four cylinder engines;
• imposing constraints on the fuel mix.

In particular, the following assumptions have been made.

• Fuel injection is regulated by an inner control loop
to maintain the air-to-fuel ratio to stoichiometry.
This control injects in each cylinder the quantity

of fuel, so that is no longer an
available input. In (7), the functions , ,
and modeling the generated torque can be
rewritten as

(26)

where .
• Manifold pressure dynamics (1) are linearized about

the idle equilibrium point and is considered as the
input. This simplification is justified by the fact that,
by specification, the crankshaft speed excursion is
bounded to belong to a close interval about the idle
value, while the pressure evolution and the throttle
position remain close to their idle values. Then, by
linearizing (5), we obtain

• As discussed in Section IV-B, the spark advanceis
bounded to avoid both knocking and misfiring. Hence,
at the idle crankshaft speed, we consider as feasible
ignition times the onesfrom before the top dead
center to after. Moreover, we abstract away the
delay of the spark ignition subsystem (actuator) and we
act on the spark directly.

• The gear position is fixed in neutral. Consequently, the
gear does not generate any discrete transitions in the
power-train dynamics and the secondary drive-line is
disconnected from the engine. Hence, the subdominant
oscillatory modes of the power-train dynamics (11) can
be neglected and the power-train evolution is described
only in terms of the crankshaft speed. Due to the
actions of the driver on the clutch pedal, the first part of
the drive-line is either connected or disconnected from
the engine. This changes, in a discrete way, the dynamic
parameters of the system

if the is open

if the is closed

(27)

where , ,
, and , with , denoting,

respectively, the inertial momentum and the viscous
friction coefficient of the crankshaft primary drive-line.
If the crankshaft and the primary driveline rotate at dif-
ferent velocities, when the clutch pedal is released, a
torque impulse is generated to even the two velocities,
the final engine speed being an intermediate value of

the two. This effect, however, has been neglected in this
model to simplify the computation.

The cylinders behavior for a four-cylinder in-line engine
can be represented using only three discrete states. In fact, the
engine kinematics are such that, at any time, each cylinder
is in a different stroke of the cycle and

for every . Since the cylinders have
the same behavior when they are in the same stroke, we can
reorder the cylinders labeling at each cycle to obtain the con-
figuration . The behavior of the cylinders can
then be described by the three states ,

, , denoting
all the possible cylinders configurations up to a reordering.
Note that is not feasible with the ignition
constraints on since it would correspond to the case of the
cylinder in the compression stroke receiving the spark before
the cylinder in the expansion stroke.

In Fig. 14, the transitions in the compacted model of the
cylinders are compared to those of the single cylinder FSM
in Fig. 4. In state , the cylinder in the expansion stroke has
received the spark and is generating torque , and the
cylinder in the compression stroke has not yet received the
spark command . If spark ignition occurs before the
next DC, then the cylinder that is in the compression stroke
enters state , while the others remain in the
same state. This corresponds to the transition fromto .
Otherwise, if the DC is reached before the spark is ignited,
all the cylinders change phase.

• The one that was in the intake stroke enters the com-
pression stroke .

• The one that was in the compression stroke enters
the expansion stroke and keeps waiting for the spark

.
• The one that was in the expansion stroke enters the

exhaust stroke .
• The one that was in the exhaust stroke starts the intake

process .

This corresponds to the transition fromto . When the
spark is ignited at the DC, all the cylinders change phase and
a self-looping transition from to takes place.

In state , the spark command has been given for both
cylinders in the compression stroke and in the expansion
stroke, and at the DC all the cylinders change phase so
that the transition from to takes place. In state ,
both cylinders in the expansion and compression strokes
are waiting for the spark command. No torque is generated
in this case. When the spark ignition is given (necessarily
before the next DC), the cylinder that is in the expansion
stroke changes from to , and the transition from
to takes place.

The overall engine and power-train FSM in the idle opera-
tion mode is shown in Fig. 15, where the discrete changes of
the power-train due to clutch motion are taken into account.

The discrete state takes value in the finite set
, where in the

clutch is open, while in it is closed. The
transitions between the six modes are readily obtained
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Fig. 14. Four-stroke engine phases versus cylinders phases:s

denotes transitions due to spark ignition,d those due to the reaching
of a DC, ands&d those due to spark ignition occurring at a DC.

extending those between states with clutch
position changes. The input takes valuespark, when a
spark is given to any cylinder, DC when a dead center is
reached, and eitheron or off when the clutch is open or
closed, respectively. The values , ,
represent simultaneous actions.

The four DESs modeling the discrete delays in the torque
generation can also be compacted. Indeed, for four-cylinder
engines, the dimension of the DES statecan be reduced to
three. Since the four cylinders evolve synchronously, then to
describe the torque delay it is sufficient to store the spark ad-
vance corresponding to the last spark ignition, the mass of
air trapped at the end of the intake run in theth cylinder
starting the compression run (denoted by), and the mass
of air trapped in the th cylinder starting the expansion
run (denoted by ). Hence, . The DES
dynamics and output functions and are readily ob-
tained by appropriately modifying those in (9). Since the
torque profile is piecewise constant, then the DES produces
as an output the torque value generated by the engine in
the next phase according to (26), whereis either , for
positive spark advance, or , for negative spark advance.
Then, the CTS that generates the continuous profile of the
torque is simply a zero-order holder, with state.

The overall engine and power-train hybrid model in
the idle operation mode is shown in Fig. 16 using the TSM
formalism. The hybrid state of model is

, .
The informal control problem specification, “keep the

crankshaft speed within a specified range while minimizing
the energy of its variation with respect to the reference
speed,” is formalized as follows.

Problem 5.3.1: Given the engine hybrid model ,
find the feedback control laws for the spark timing spark
and throttle valve that minimize

subject to .
2) Control Synthesis:The relaxation of the control

problem is obtained by removing from Problem 5.3.1 the

cost function and considering only the constraint imposed
on the crankshaft speed. Thus, we convert the problem
from selecting an optimum control law to one of finding the
control laws that satisfy the constraints.

Problem 5.3.2: Given the engine hybrid model ,
find all the initial hybrid states such that there exist
control strategies for the spark timing and throttle
valve , which keep the crankshaft speedin the range

, independently of the two disturbances:
clutch and .

The resulting problem belongs to the general class of
safety specification problems, described by giving a set of
goodhybrid states within which the closed-loop system must
stay. The set of all initial states satisfying this invariance
property is called themaximal safe setand corresponds to
the maximal controlled invariant set contained in the set of
good hybrid states. The set of all control strategies that make
this set invariant is calledmaximal controller.

A systematic procedure for the solution of safety specifica-
tion problems for a hybrid system has been proposed in [68]
and [29]. The interaction between the controller and a nonde-
terministic hybrid plant is viewed as a two-person zero-sum
game. Each player moves by setting both discrete and contin-
uous control inputs. The controller wins if it keeps the state
of the system within the specified set of good states; its ad-
versary environment tries to force the system outside this set.
The maximal safe set is obtained by first over approximating
it with the set of all good states. The synthesis procedure it-
eratively prunes away the set of states from which the envi-
ronment wins via either one additional discrete step, or one
additional continuous flow. If the procedure terminates, the
maximal safe set remains determined.

For the idle regime control problem, the set of good states
is specified by , the control actions arespark
and , and the environment actions areclutchand . In the
hybrid engine model, there is a discrete step every time a
spark command is given, a dead point occurs, or the clutch
position is changed. The continuous evolutions between two
discrete steps is determined by the air and crankshaft dy-
namics, which depend on the controller input, the gener-
ated torque , and the load torques . The continuous dy-
namics of the crankshaft positionlocates the dead center
occurrences.

The maximal safe set is shown in Fig. 17, limited to the
modes . The figure presents some projections
of the maximal safe set to three dimensional subspaces with
fixed specific values of the remaining components.

This result for the idle control is the first of its kind and al-
lows us to determine tightly the maximum range of allowed
torque disturbances, given the maximum interval of angular
speed possible values. Indeed, considering as a pa-
rameter, we can determine the maximum value of for
which a nonempty maximal safe set exists. Buttset al. [60]
obtained a sort of dual result: by synthesizing a robustcon-
troller for a discrete-time model of the engine, they achieved
the minimum excursion of crankshaft speed under the action
of bounded torque load, for the system initially at rest. The
use of a hybrid framework, where discrete and continuous
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Fig. 15. FSM for the engine running at idle.

Fig. 16. TSM hybrid modelM for the engine and the power-train running at idle.

signals are modeled in a separate but integrated manner, is
a definite advantage over other approaches, which approxi-
mate the system by converting it to continuous [47], or dis-
crete sampled [61] representations, thus obtaining solutions
whose properties are not guaranteed.

VI. CONCLUSION

We presented the application of hybrid system techniques
to an important industrial domain: automotive engine and
power-train control. We argued that while, in the past, av-
erage models were successfully used to describe the behavior
of the engine, the ever increasing demands on drive comfort,

safety, emissions, and fuel consumption imposed by car man-
ufacturers require cycle-accurate models, which can only be
described using a hybrid formalism.

We reviewed our work on hybrid system and engine con-
trol by presenting

• a hybrid reference model that unifies the requirements,
the constraints, and the behavior of the engine and the
power-train under different operating conditions;

• a hybrid model of the engine and of the power-train
based on three components: a component describing
the mechanical behavior of the power-train itself with
ODEs, one describing the intake manifold dynamics
with ODEs, and one describing the behavior of the
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 17. Projections of the maximal safe set for the relaxed idle control problem.

engine and the torque generation mechanism with in-
teracting finite-state machines, discrete event systems,
and continuous time systems;

• the derivation of hybrid control laws for fast transients
with their stability and optimality properties;

• the determination of the maximal controller for idle
regime management.

We demonstrated that this approach can be used to imple-
ment a control system by showing experimental results on an
instrumented car for the cutoff problem. It is our intention to
complete the implementation of all control modes expressed
in our reference model.

As part of the design methodology we provide guidelines
for the use of the specification models introduced in Sec-
tion III, for the derivation and validation of control laws, as
well as for their implementation as software components run-
ning on industrial platform architectures [19]. Our industrial
partners are fully engaged in this project given its potential
benefits. The entire design methodology and the various roles
played by our industrial partners will be fully disclosed in a

special session of the upcoming Convergence 2000 Confer-
ence in Detroit.

Even if much has been accomplished, we are still far from
exhausting the mine of interesting problems. We are now en-
gaging, among others, in the following aspects of power-train
control.

• Diagnosis and recovery are now a substantial part of the
tasks an electronic control subsystem has to carry out.
They both require a hybrid formalism. In fact, sensors,
actuators, and subsystem failures typically produce dis-
crete changes in the system parameters or configura-
tion. If these changes are not properly handled in a hy-
brid formalism, the diagnosis algorithms are not guar-
anteed to converge. Further, the design of a recovery
procedure, under which the plant evolves in a degraded
mode, may need to use a hybrid formalism to handle a
change of functionality of either a sensor or an actuator
due to its failure or the failure of others.

• Hybrid engines, where a standard combustion engine
is coupled with an electric motor to provide optimal
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power consumption and minimal emissions in city
driving conditions.

• Electronic valves, where the valve opening and closing
are de-linked from the piston phases and controlled in-
dependently.
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